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SUMMARY

Segregation of functional organelles during the cell
cycle is crucial to generate healthy daughter cells.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ER stress causes an
ER inheritance block to ensure cells inherit a func-
tional ER. Here, we report that formation of tubular
ER in the mother cell, the first step in ER inheri-
tance, depends on functional symmetry between
the cortical ER (cER) and perinuclear ER (pnER).
ER stress induces functional asymmetry, blocking
tubular ER formation and ER inheritance. Using fluo-
rescence recovery after photobleaching, we show
that the ER chaperone Kar2/BiP fused to GFP and
anERmembrane reporter, Hmg1-GFP, behavediffer-
ently in the cER and pnER. The functional asymmetry
and tubular ER formation depend on Reticulons/
Yop1, which maintain ER structure. LUNAPARK1
deletion in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells restores the
pnER/cER functional asymmetry, tubular ER genera-
tion, and ER inheritance blocks. Thus, Reticulon/
Yop1-dependent changes in ER structure are linked
to ER inheritance during the yeast cell cycle.

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic cells possess many regulatory and cell-cycle check-

points to ensure proper DNA replication and segregation during

the cell cycle (Rhind and Russell, 2012; Lara-Gonzalez et al.,

2012; Yasutis and Kozminski, 2013). The loss of such control

is an underlying cause of many human diseases, including

cancer (Abbas et al., 2013). In contrast, less is known about

the regulatory pathways governing inheritance of cytoplasmic

components, and few studies have investigated how cell-cycle

checkpoints ensure transmission of functional organelles, such

as the ER, to daughter cells.

After translation, linear polypeptides of secretory proteins are

translocated into the ER lumen for chaperone-assisted folding

and post-translational modifications before exiting the ER (Ron

and Walter, 2007; Rutkowski and Kaufman, 2004). When folding

demand exceeds ER capacity, known as ER stress, three ER

transmembrane protein sensors (IRE1, PERK, and ATF6) initiate
Deve
the unfolded protein response (UPR) (Walter and Ron, 2011).

TheUPR re-establishesERhomeostasis by upregulating the tran-

scription of genes encoding ER chaperones, protein folding and

modifying components, and lipid-generating enzymes (McMas-

ter, 2001). Importantly, the ER cannot be synthesized de novo

and arises only from pre-existing ER, implying that regulatory

mechanisms must exist to regulate its inheritance during the cell

cycle.

We previously identified a cell-cycle surveillance mechanism

in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, termed the ERSU (ER Stress

Surveillance) pathway that operates during ER stress to ensure

daughter cells inherit functional ER (Babour et al., 2010). The

ERSU pathway operates independently of the UPR; instead,

the ERSU is centrally regulated by the Slt2 mitogen-activated

protein (MAP) kinase. During ER stress, slt2D cells fail to

relocalize the septin ring away from the bud neck and the

stressed ER enters the daughter cell, ultimately causing death.

However, slt2D cell growth is rescued by preventing stressed

ER entry into the daughter cell, showing that inheritance of

stressed ER is the major cause of slt2D cell death during ER

stress.

The yeast ER exists as two major subdomains: the perinu-

clear ER (pnER), which surrounds the nucleus, and the cortical

ER (cER), which is located at the periphery of the cell in close

contact with the plasma membrane. Although the two subdo-

mains are contiguous and physically connected by tubules,

they adopt different structures. While the pnER is sheet-like

and continuous with the nuclear envelope, the cER is a more

distinct structure consisting of interconnected tubules (Hu

et al., 2011; Friedman and Voeltz, 2011; De Martin et al.,

2005). The mammalian ER also contains sheet-like structures

(cisternae) and reticular ER. The ER sheets are connected by

a network of polygonal tubules generated from three-way junc-

tions of tubular membranes that extend close to the plasma

membrane (English et al., 2009; Goyal and Blackstone, 2013).

They are covered by abundant ribosomes and play a key role

in the production of secretory proteins. In yeast and mamma-

lian cells, the formation and maintenance of tubular ER requires

several proteins: the reticulons and DP1/Yop1, which stabilize

the highly curved tubular ER structure (Voeltz et al., 2006);

members of the dynamin-related GTPase family such as Atlas-

tin/Sey1 (Wang et al., 2013; Anwar et al., 2012): and antago-

nistic proteins such as Lunapark1 (Chen et al., 2012). How

the cell controls the dynamic ratio of sheet-like and tubular

ER structures is currently unknown.
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Figure 1. ER Stress Has a Greater Effect on Kar2-sfGFP Mobility in the cER than in the pnER

(A) Illustration of the effects of ER stress on tubule formation and cER and pnER inheritance. Under unstressed conditions, an ER tubule formed from the pnER

moves from the mother into the bud where it forms the cER (1). This is followed by nuclear migration (2). Under conditions of ER stress, tubule formation is

abnormal and the cER is not inherited (3), generating buds that contain the pnER but no cER (4).

(B and C) Representative image of WT cells expressing Kar2-sfGFP. FRAP analysis monitored Kar2-sfGFPmobility in the cER (B) or pnER (C) of cells treated with

DMSOor Tm (1 mg/ml, 3hr). Imageswere acquired before (pre-bleach), at the same time as (bleach), and at 18 or 84 s after photobleaching. The boxed area shows

the cER (orange box) and pnER (green box) photobleached. Scale bar is 2 mm.

(D and E) Fluorescence intensity was normalized to the pre-bleach signal and recovery was plotted over time for the cER (D) and pnER (E) of WT cells treated with

DMSO or Tm for 30 min or 3 hr. Graphs are the mean ± SD of three experiments, each examining seven or more cells.

(F and G) Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the cER and pnER of ire1D cells is similar to WT cells.

(H and I) slt2 deletion reduces Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the cER and pnER of stressed cells.

(J and K) As described for (D) and (E) except the experiments were performed with WT cells expressing Hmg1-GFP.

Experiments in (F)–(K) were performed as in (D) and (E). See also Figures S1 and S2.
Despite their complexity, both ER subdomains are present

in newly generated cells. In yeast, an initial ER tubule emerges

from the mother cell pnER, moves along the mother-daughter

axis, enters the daughter cell, and then anchors at the bud

tip before spreading around the periphery of the daughter cell

(Fehrenbacher et al., 2002). In an elegant study using electron

tomography, West et al. (2011) also showed that tubular ER

can emerge from the mother cell pnER, suggesting that this

is the initial event for ER inheritance in S. cerevisiae. The

distinct origins and activities of the pnER and cER described

above raise the possibility that the differential functional status

of the two ER subdomains might be critical to ER tubule for-

mation and ER inheritance under both normal and ER stress

conditions. Here, we addressed this question by examining

differences in pnER and cER function and its relationship to
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ER tubule formation and the block in ER inheritance during

ER stress.

RESULTS

ER Stress Is Induced Differentially in the Cortical and
Perinuclear ER
We previously showed that, in yeast ER, stress blocks cER in-

heritance, but the pnER is transmitted normally to the

daughter cell (Figures 1A and S1A) (Babour et al., 2010).

These findings suggested that ER stress inducers might

have different effects on the cER and pnER. To investigate

this, we analyzed the dynamics of Kar2/BiP-sfGFP, a major

ER luminal chaperone, using fluorescence recovery after pho-

tobleaching (FRAP) assays (Lajoie et al., 2012; Lai et al.,



2010). In response to ER stress, Kar2/BiP binding to unfolded

client proteins increases, reducing its mobility within the ER

lumen (Snapp et al., 2006). Therefore, the rate of Kar2-sfGFP

FRAP in the pnER or cER is a direct measure of Kar2/BiP

mobility, and thus of the ER stress level in that compart-

ment. To induce ER stress, we treated wild-type (WT) yeast

cells with tunicamycin (Tm), an N-glycosylation inhibitor that

causes accumulation of unglycosylated unfolded proteins

in the ER, and photobleached discrete regions of the cER

or pnER, and monitored fluorescence recovery over time.

Tm-treated cells showed delayed fluorescence recovery in

both the cER and pnER compared with DMSO-treated cells,

although the magnitude and kinetics of the effect were mark-

edly different in the two compartments (Figures 1B–1E). The

reduced rate of Kar2-sfGFP fluorescence recovery was de-

tected in the cER within 30 min of Tm treatment, and the

effect was further increased in cells exposed to Tm for 3 hr

(Figures 1B and 1D). In contrast, Tm had little effect on

Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the pnER at 30 min, and a small but

significant reduction in mobility was noted only after 3 hr incu-

bation with Tm (Figures 1C and 1E). Kar2-sfGFP mobility in

the cER and pnER of DMSO-treated cells was essentially

identical (Figures 1B–1E). These experiments suggested a

fundamental difference in the effects of ER stress on the

behavior of the same chaperone protein in the cER and pnER.

Slt2, but Not Ire1, Is Required to Maintain Kar2/BiP
Immobility in the pnER during ER Stress
Previously, we reported that the ERSU and UPR pathways are

distinct and that the UPR was not involved in the ER stress-

induced ER inheritance block (Babour et al., 2010). Activation

of the UPR requires the ER transmembrane receptor kinase/en-

doribonuclease Ire1, whereas the MAP kinase Slt2 activates the

ERSU pathway, which does not require Ire1 (Babour et al., 2010).

To test whether Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the cER and pnER is

differentially regulated by the ERSU and UPR pathways, we per-

formed FRAP assays in ire1D and slt2D cells (Figures 1F–1I,

S1B, and S1C). There were no differences in the cER or pnER

Kar2-sfGFP fluorescence recovery of unstressed WT, slt2D,

and ire1D cells (Figures 1D–1I, DMSO). Kar2-sfGFP mobility

was also similar in the cER of Tm-treated WT, slt2D, and ire1D

cells (Figures 1D, 1F, and 1H). However, a striking difference

was noted in the pnER analyses: Tm treatment for 3 hr caused

a marked reduction in Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the pnER of slt2D

cells but not WT or ire1D cells (Figures 1E, 1G, and 1I). In slt2D

cells, Tm had very similar effects on Kar2/BiP-sfGFP mobility

in the cER and pnER (Figures 1H and 1I). Since slt2D cells do

not block ER inheritance under ER stress conditions, unlike WT

and ire1D cells, these data point to a potential link between the

functional state of the pnER and the ability to halt ER inheritance

during ER stress.

To ensure that Kar2-sfGFP fluorescence recovery faithfully

reflects its association with unfolded proteins, we performed

similar FRAP experiments with cells expressing kar2-1, a tem-

perature-sensitive KAR2 mutation that disrupts its ability to

bind unfolded proteins (Kabani et al., 2003) (Figures S2A and

S2B). Indeed, there was little difference in kar2-1-sfGFP fluores-

cence recovery in the pnER of control and ER-stressed cells, but

there was a small but notable delay in recovery detected in the
cER of stressed cells (Figures S2A and S2B). This observation

suggested that at least a portion of the delay in Kar2-sfGFP fluo-

rescence recovery was due to an unknown, chaperone-indepen-

dent effect of ER stress on mobility. To further test this idea, we

examined the mobility of Hmg1-GFP, a fusion protein carrying a

single ER transmembrane domain of the non-chaperone ER

protein Hmg1 (Hampton et al., 1996). As we observed with the

mutant kar2-1-sfGFP protein, ER stress (Tm) caused a small

delay in Hmg1-GFP fluorescence recovery in the cER, but not

in the pnER (Figures 1J, 1K, and S2C). While the relationship

between the FRAP response and functional status of ER chaper-

ones has been well documented, the kar2-1-sfGFP and Hmg1-

GFP results suggest that a small portion of the delay in Kar2-

sfGFP fluorescence recovery in the stressed cER is independent

of its chaperone activity and instead reflects the ER status.

Collectively, these experiments demonstrate that ER stress

has differential effects on the cER and pnER, and that the loss

of Slt2 affects only the function of the pnER.

The cERand the pnERRemain Interconnected duringER
Stress
The differential mobility of the same protein in the cER and pnER

during ER stress was surprising because the two compartments

are thought to be contiguous and interconnected; therefore,

Kar2/BiP is expected to travel freely throughout the network.

To examine if ER stress causes a disconnection between the

pnER and cER, we performed fluorescence loss in photobleach-

ing (FLIP) experiments. We found that after repeatedly photo-

bleaching a small region of the cER, Kar2-sfGFP fluorescence

in the pnER and a remote region of the cER decayed at a similar

rate in DMSO- and Tm-treated cells, and eventually all fluores-

cence was lost (Figures 2A and 2B). These data demonstrate

that the pnER and cER remain interconnected during ER stress

and that Kar2-sfGFP mobility differences in the two compart-

ments are not due to physical separation.

ER Stress-Induced Protein Aggregates Accumulate in
Both the cER and pnER
Two potential scenarios could explain why ER stress did not

affect Kar2/BiP fluorescence recovery in the pnER: (1) the pnER

could contain significantly fewer unfolded proteins than the

cER, and (2) unfolded proteins could be generated in the pnER,

butKar2-sfGFPmight not dissociate from Ire1 and thusbeunable

to bind unfolded proteins, as suggested by a recent study (Ishi-

wata-Kimata et al., 2013). If true, the latter scenario would sug-

gest that pnER-localized and cER-localized Kar2-sfGFP acquire

different properties during ER stress. To test the first possibility,

we examined the formation of CPY*-mRFP or GFP-CFTR protein

aggregates in each ER subdomain during ER stress (Kakoi et al.,

2013; Fu and Sztul, 2003; Pina and Niwa, 2015). CPY*-mRFP

aggregates activate both the UPR and ERSU pathways, whereas

GFP-CFTR aggregates do not (Pina and Niwa, 2015). This differ-

ence allows us to observe the cER and pnER localization pattern

of aggregates that do or do not induce ER stress. In both CPY*-

mRFP- and CFP-CFTR-expressing cells, approximately twice

as many foci were present in the pnER than in the cER. This ratio

did not change in the presence of Tm, indicating that unfolded

proteins are abundant in the pnER and that the ratio of protein

aggregates in the pnER to the cER does not decrease under ER
Developmental Cell 37, 279–288, May 9, 2016 281



Figure 2. The ER Remains Connected, and

Distribution of CPY*-mRFP, GFP-CFTR, and

Ire1-GFP Aggregates Is Similar between

the cER and pnER in Unstressed and ER-

Stressed Cells

(A and B) Fluorescence loss in photobleaching

(FLIP) analysis of Kar2-sfGFP-expressing WT cells

incubated with DMSO or 1 mg/ml Tm for 30 min.

A region in the cER was photobleached (black

rectangle) and the loss of fluorescence in the cER

(orange rectangle) or pnER (green rectangle) was

monitored. Average fluorescence depletion curves

normalized to the pre-bleach fluorescence in-

tensity are shown. Graphs are the mean ± SD of

three experiments, each examining five or more

cells.

(C) WT cells expressing the Hmg1-GFP ER reporter

were grown in synthetic media with 2% galactose

for 2 hr (with DMSO or 1 mg/ml Tm) to induce CPY*-

mRFP expression.

(D) WT cells expressing the ER reporter DsRed-

HDEL were incubated with 100 mM copper sulfate

for 2 hr (with DMSO or 1 mg/ml Tm) to induce GFP-

CFTR expression.

(E) WT cells expressing the DsRed-HDEL ER re-

porter and Ire1-GFP were treated with DMSO or

Tm (1 mg/ml) for 1 or 3 hr.

In all experiments, foci were quantified and shown

by the ratio of foci in the pnER to that in cER per

50 mm2 surface area (SA) and are the mean ± SD of

three experiments, each examining R100 cells.

Scale bar is 2 mm.
stress (Figures 2C and 2D). To test the second possibility, we

monitored the distribution of Ire1 in the cER andpnER to examine

UPR activation. During ER stress, activated Ire1 is released from

Kar2/BiP and autophosphorylates, forming oligomers that canbe

detected as foci in cells expressing Ire1-GFP (Aragon et al., 2009;

Kimata et al., 2007). Thus, the presence of Ire1 foci is a measure

of Kar2/BiP-Ire1 dissociation. Using DsRed-HDEL as an ER re-

porter, we found that Ire1-GFP was distributed throughout the

ER in unstressed cells, but discrete Ire1-GFP foci were evident

in both the pnER and cER within 1 hr and persisted for at least

3 hr after Tm treatment (Figure 2E). Furthermore, Ire1-GFP foci

were twice as abundant in the pnER as in the cER, as was

observed for CYP* and CFTR aggregates. Taken together, these

observations indicate that ER stress-induced protein aggregates

are abundant in the pnER and that the difference in Kar2/BiP

mobility in the two compartments during ER stress does not

reflect a lack of unfolded proteins or a perceived lack of ER stress

in the pnER.
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ER-Plasma Membrane Tethering
Proteins Are Not Involved in the
Differential Behavior of the cER and
the pnER or in Activation of
the ERSU
Our results so far indicate that the differ-

ential effect of ER stress on the cER and

pnER functional state, as reflected by

Kar2-sfGFP mobility, was dependent on

the ERSU (Slt2), independent of the UPR
(Ire1) and was not caused by differences in unfolded proteins

levels or a physical disconnection between the cER and pnER.

We next hypothesized that ER stressmight induce distinct struc-

tural changes in the two ER domains. Indeed, there are known

differences in structural elements in the pnER and cER. For

example, certain areas of the cER directly connect with the

plasma membrane (PM) via tethering proteins such as lst2,

Tcb1, Tcb2, Tcb3, Scs2, Scs22 (Manford et al., 2012), whereas

the pnER does not form such contacts. Therefore, we examined

Kar2-sfGFP mobility in a yeast strain lacking lst2, Tcb1, Tcb2,

Tcb3, Scs2, Scs22, labeled Dtether. In the Dtether strain, the

cER structure is severely altered such that it is no longer juxta-

posed to the PM but is present in the middle of the cytoplasm

(Figure S3A), as reported (Manford et al., 2012). However, we

found that, like WT cells, Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the pnER of

Dtether cells remained high compared with that in the cER (Fig-

ures 3A–3D and S3B). Similar results were found using Dtether

cells expressing Hmg1-GFP (Figures 3E–3H). Finally, stressed



Figure 3. Deletion of ER-Plasma Membrane

Tethering Proteins Has No Effect on ER Pro-

tein Mobility or ER Inheritance in Response

to ER Stress

(A and C) Kar2-sfGFP-expressing WT cells treated

with DMSO or 1 mg/ml Tm 3 hr before FRAP anal-

ysis on the pnER (A) or cER (C).

(B and D) As described for (A) and (C) except

Kar2-sfGFP FRAP analysis was performed on cells

lacking six tethering genes (Dtether cells).

(E–H) As described for (A)–(D) except cells ex-

pressed Hmg1-GFP.

(I and J) Quantitation of cER inheritance inWT cells

(I) and Dtether mutants (J) expressing Hmg1-GFP.

Cellswere treatedwithDMSO (darkblue) or 1mg/ml

Tm (pale blue).

For (A)–(H), graphs represent the mean ± SD of

three experiments, each examining seven or more

cells. For (I) and (J), graphs show the mean ± SD of

three experiments, each with R200 cells counted.

See also Figure S3.
Dtether and WT cells blocked ER inheritance similarly (Figures

3I–3J). These findings indicate that the different cER and pnER

functional responses cannot be explained by tethering protein-

dependent structural differences, and that the tethering proteins

are not required for the ERSU pathway.
Develop
Loss of Reticulons/Yop1
Differentially Affects Kar2-sfGFP
Mobility in the cER and pnER
As described earlier, the ER network

is composed of tubules and sheets. In

both yeast and mammalian cells, ER

sheets are found juxtaposed to the nu-

cleus, whereas tubular ER is peripherally

located away from the nucleus and close

to the PM. The high membrane curvature

of the ER is stabilized by two reticulon

proteins, Rtn1 and Rtn2, and a reticulon-

like protein, DP1/Yop1 (Stefano et al.,

2014; Chiurchiu et al., 2014; Goyal and

Blackstone, 2013; Hu et al., 2011; Fried-

man and Voeltz, 2011; English et al.,

2009). To determine whether an intact

cER tubular structure is necessary to

establish ER stress-induced functional

asymmetry between the cER and pnER,

we examined Kar2-sfGFP mobility in

cells lacking RTN1, RTN2, and YOP1.

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells form extended

sheets of cER, rather than the fine retic-

ular structure seen in WT cells, which

remain juxtaposed to the PM (Figure S3A)

(Voeltz et al., 2006; De Craene et al., 2006;

Hu et al., 2008, 2009; Shibata et al., 2008;

West et al., 2011). In contrast to WT cells,

we found that Kar2-sfGFP fluorescence

recovery decreased to similar extents

in the pnER and cER of Tm-treated

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells, closely resem-
bles the phenotype of slt2D cells (Figures 4A–4C, 4F–H, and

S3C). Kar2-sfGFP mobility decreased similarly in the cER of

stressed WT and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells (Figures 4F, 4H, and

S3C). Similar results were obtained with the Hmg1-GFP reporter

in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D and slt2D cells (Figures S4A and S4B),
mental Cell 37, 279–288, May 9, 2016 283



Figure 4. The ER Stress Response and ER Inheritance Are Defective in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D Cells, and This Is Rescued by Deletion of Lnp1

(A–J) FRAP analysis of the pnER and cER of Kar2-sfGFP-expressingWT (A and F), slt2D (B and G), rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D (C and H), rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D (D and I),

and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D cells (E and J). Graphs are the mean ± SD of three experiments, each examining seven or more cells.

(K–O) Quantification of cER inheritance in WT (K), rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D (L), slt2D (M), rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D (N), and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D cells (O) expressing

Hmg1-GFP. Cells were treated with DMSO (dark blue) or Tm (pale blue), and cER inheritance was scored as described in Figures 3I and 3J. Graphs show the

mean ± SD of three experiments, each with R200 cells counted.

(P) Quantitation of early ER tubule formation in WT, slt2D, rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D, rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D, and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D cells expressing Hmg1-GFP.

Cells were treated with DMSO or Tm for 3 hr. Quantitations are the mean ± SD of three experiments, each analyzing R40 cells.

(Q) Correlation of the block in initial tubule formation (100 � 100 3 [% tubule formation with Tm]/[% tubule formation with DMSO]) (Figures 4K–4O) and cER

inheritance (100� 1003 [% cER inheritance with Tm]/[% cER inheritance with DMSO]) (Figure 4P) for WT, slt2D, rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D, rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D, and

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D cells expressing Hmg1-GFP. The data represent the mean ± SD of three experiments.

See also Figures S3 and S4.
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indicating that the mobility of chaperone and non-chaperone

pnER-resident proteins was affected. These data point to a cen-

tral role for the reticulons and DP1/Yop1 in dictating how the

function of the cER and pnER is affected by ER stress. Further-

more, the data indicate that ER stress has effects on ER function

and inheritance that go beyond influencing the behavior of chap-

erones in the lumen and extend to altering the structure and/or

composition of the ER.

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D Cells Are Defective in the Formation
of Tubular ER from the pnER
Since we observed a similar reduction in Kar2/BiP mobility in the

pnER of stressed slt2D cells and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells (Figures

4B, 4C, 4G, and 4H), we asked whether rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells

had also lost the ability to prevent transmission of a dysfunctional

ER to the daughter cells. Compared with WT cells, ER inheri-

tance in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells was reduced even under normal

growth conditions, indicating the importance of reticulons for

normal ER inheritance. However, ER stress had no further effect

on ER inheritance in these cells (Figures 4K and 4L), a phenotype

also observed in stressed slt2D cells (Figure 4M). These ob-

servations revealed an intriguing correlation between Kar2/BiP

mobility in the pnER and the ability to block cER inheritance in

response to ER stress.

To probe this further, we examined the association between

the function of the pnER and its ability to form ER tubules. For

this, we quantified the appearance of tubular ER from the

pnER in WT, slt2D, and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells. While more

than 80% of unstressed WT cells showed evidence of early

tubular ER formation, ER stress reduced this to �30%, consis-

tent with the block in ER inheritance under these conditions (Fig-

ures 4K, 4P, and S3E). In contrast to WT cells, a high percentage

of slt2D cells formed pnER tubules in stressed and unstressed

cells. Moreover, ER inheritance was also unaffected by ER stress

in slt2D cells (Figures 4M and 4P). Similarly in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D

cells, although tubular ER formation and ER inheritance were

much lower than in slt2D or WT cells under normal growth con-

ditions, ER stress did not further decrease ER inheritance or

tubule formation (Figures 4L, 4P, and S3E). Although the emer-

gence of tubular ER and ER inheritance were quantitatively

different in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D and slt2D cells, ER stress had no

effect on either function in both mutant strains. Collectively,

these findings suggest that the functional status of the pnER

plays a pivotal role in determining the formation of initial tubular

ER from the pnER and that the ability to block ER inheritance in

response to ER stress depends on the function of the reticulons

and Yop1.

Loss of Lunapark 1 Restores Kar2/BiP Mobility in the
pnER and the Ability to Activate the ERSU Pathway
during ER Stress
Our results thus far suggest two intriguing hypotheses: (1) the

pnER functional state regulates the initial ER tubule formation

for ER inheritance and (2) ER stress induces the different func-

tional states of the pnER and cER. The formation and mainte-

nance of ER sheet-like (pnER) and reticular (cER) structures

are regulated by a balance between the activity of the reticu-

lons/Yop1 and two other structural proteins: Lunapark 1 (Lnp1)

and the dynamin-like GTPase Sey1/Atlastin. Lnp1 and Sey1
are reported to play roles in forming the proper ER network by in-

teracting with Rtn1, Rtn2, and Yop1 (Chen et al., 2012; Hu et al.,

2009). Lnp1 and Sey1 both localize to three-way junctions where

they act antagonistically (Anwar et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2012,

2015). In yeast cells, simultaneous loss of Sey1 and reticulons/

Yop1 results in less branched tubular ER, while deletion of

Lnp1 alone results in densely reticulated ER in yeast cells and

formation of more sheet-like ER in mammalian cells (Chen

et al., 2012, 2015; Shemesh et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2009). The

localization of Sey1 and Lnp1 is also interdependent, in that

Sey1 accumulates throughout the cER when Lnp1 is absent

and Lnp1 localizes throughout the cER and pnER when Sey1 is

absent (Chen et al., 2012). Thus, the defects observed in the re-

ticulon/Yop1 mutants could result from a loss of balance in the

relative functions of Lnp1 and Sey1 in tubule and three-way junc-

tion formation.

To test this, we asked whether perturbation of the Lnp1/Sey1

balance in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells could restore a WT response

to ER stress; that is, the differential cER/pnER functional re-

sponses, inhibition of initial tubular ER formation, and reduction

in ER inheritance. FRAP analysis showed that SEY1 deletion

had no effect on Kar2sfGFP mobility in the cER and pnER in

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells (Figures 4D and 4I), or on cER inheritance

(Figure 4N), or tubule formation (Figure 4P), even in the absence

of ER stress. Although the ER was present in the bud of a small

percentage of rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D cells, it failed to spread

throughout the bud cortex. In addition, Tm treatment did not

further decrease ER inheritance or tubule formation, similar

to what we see for unstressed rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1 cells. In

contrast, we found that deletion of LNP1 in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D

cells rescued the WT phenotype with respect to Kar2-sfGFP

mobility in the pnER (Figures 4E, 4J, and S3D), tubular ER forma-

tion from the pnER (Figures 4P and S3E), and the ER inheritance

block upon ER stress (Figure 4O). To determine whether there

is a direct relationship between initial tubule formation and cER

inheritance, we graphed the block in initial tubule formation

(Figure 4Q). The plot shows that both the initial ER tubule for-

mation and cER inheritance are effectively blocked by ER stress

in WT and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D cells. In contrast, only

small reductions in these events are seen in stressed slt2D,

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D, and rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D cells. Thus, tu-

bule formation and cER inheritance are closely linked and are

regulated by a precise balance in the function of ER-shaping pro-

teins. Interestingly, we found that �20% of rtn1Drtn2Dyop1 and

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D cells displayed a block in cER inheri-

tance but not in initial tubule formation. These observations sug-

gest the presence of an additional regulatory determinant(s) that

contributes to the ER stress-induced cER inheritance block even

when initial ER tubule formation proceeds. Taken together, the

data presented here point to a critical role for the functional

status of the pnER in the regulation of ER inheritance.

DISCUSSION

We previously identified the ERSU pathway as a cell-cycle regu-

latory checkpoint that prevents ER inheritance and halts cytoki-

nesis during ER stress (Babour et al., 2010; Bicknell et al., 2007).

In this study, we probed the structure/function relationships

underlying the ER stress-induced block in cER inheritance and
Developmental Cell 37, 279–288, May 9, 2016 285



show that the initial emergence of tubular ER from the pnER is a

key regulatory event. We found that the functional asymmetry in

the stress response of the cER and pnER correlated with a block

in initial ER tubule formation. Thus, ER stress diminished the

mobility of two ER-resident proteins, the chaperone Kar2/BiP,

and the transmembrane protein Hmg1, in the cER but not in

the pnER, despite a similar level of unfolded proteins and free

exchange of proteins between the two ER subdomains. Further-

more, genetic manipulations that eliminated functional asymme-

try with respect to Kar2 and Hmg1, such as deletion of SLT2 or

RTN1, RTN2, and YOP1, also eliminated the ability of ER stress

to modulate the initial ER tubule formation and subsequent

ER inheritance. Collectively, these data highlight a role for the

pnER structural and functional response to ER stress in regu-

lating the ER inheritance block.

Surprisingly, we found that ER stress had little effect on Kar2-

sfGFPmobility in the pnER, and this lack of effect may enable the

initial tubule formation block. The slower Kar2 mobility during ER

stress could largely be attributed to its interaction with unfolded

proteins (Lajoie et al., 2012). However, the kar2-1 and Hmg1

FRAP results support the conclusion that other aspects of ER

function contribute to the reduced chaperone mobility and, by

inference, to ERSU pathway activation. Further support for this

idea comes from our previous result that UPR-deficient cells

(e.g., ire1D cells) can still activate the ERSU pathway in response

to ER stress (Babour et al., 2010). Our data also suggest that the

ER architecture can affect the mobility of ER components, since

loss of RTN1, RTN2, and YOP1 eliminates the asymmetric

behavior mobility of Kar2 and Hmg1 in the cER and pnER. If

shown to be true, such an observation would suggest that the

cell might continuously monitor the balance between sheet-like

and tubular ER structures to establish the fate of the ER during

the cell cycle (Figure S4C). In this regard, Slt2 activation is

required to establish functional asymmetry between the cER

and the pnER and to inhibit tubular ER emergence in response

to ER stress, possibly by directly or indirectly acting on Rtn1/2,

Yop1, Sey1, or Lnp1 (Figures S4C and S4D). Interestingly, Slt2

activity has been reported to increase transiently in the M phase

of the cell cycle (Li et al., 2010), and this increase might provide

the initial signal for the rapid establishment of functional asym-

metry. Under conditions of ER stress, perhaps Slt2 remains acti-

vated to ensure that ER inheritance is blocked until its function

recovers sufficiently for the cell to re-engage the cell cycle.

When that occurs, Slt2 activity would decrease, allowing ER

tubule formation and ER inheritance to proceed.

One key question remaining is how architectural differences

in the pnER and cER affect their ability to respond to ER stress.

Our results with rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D, rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dsey1D, and

rtn1Drtn2Dyop1Dlnp1D cells point to the importance of a bal-

ance between reticular and sheet-like structures. RTNs and

Yop1 localize preferentially to the cER to maintain the ER tubular

structure (Stefano et al., 2014; Chiurchiu et al., 2014; Goyal and

Blackstone, 2013; Hu et al., 2011; Friedman and Voeltz, 2011;

English et al., 2009). Lnp1 and Sey1 act at three-way junctions

in the peripheral ER and at junctions between the reticular and

pnER (Chen et al., 2012) and function together to balance the

formation of the reticular network. Although the functional rela-

tionships between Lnp1 and Sey1 are incompletely understood,

it is clear that deletion of either protein alone results in contrast-
286 Developmental Cell 37, 279–288, May 9, 2016
ing ER morphology phenotypes, suggesting that they have

opposing functions in three-way junction formation and stabili-

zation (Chen et al., 2012). We propose that one function of these

ER-shaping proteins is to generate the initial pnER tubule

required for ER inheritance during the normal cell cycle. Our re-

sults show that rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells are less able to form the

initial pnER tubule, even under normal growth conditions, but

this can be restored, at least in part, by LNP1 deletion. Further-

more, during ER stress, a specific balance between the struc-

tural functions of Reticulons/Yop1, Sey1, and Lnp1 is required

to establish the block in ER tubule formation and ER inheritance,

as demonstrated by the ability of LNP1 deletion, but not of SEY1

deletion, in rtn1Drtn2Dyop1D cells to restore the block in both

functions. Although reticulons are enriched in the cER, our study

suggests that they also accumulate at specific locations within

the sheet-rich structure of the pnER in order to support ER tubule

formation, which must occur in a spatially and temporally regu-

lated fashion. Recent studies have shown that loss of Reticu-

lons/Yop1 causes defects in nuclear pore complex formation

and spindle pole body formation (Dawson et al., 2009; Casey

et al., 2012, 2015; Shemesh et al., 2014), suggesting that at least

some Reticulons/Yop1 are present in close proximity to the

nuclear membrane and/or the pnER.

The observed effects of Reticulon/Yop1 deficiency may have

important ramifications for understanding the contribution of

these proteins to human disease. Recently, it was reported

that RTN1 is overexpressed in humans with diseased kidneys,

and its expression inversely correlated with renal function. More-

over, overexpression of the RTN1A isoform caused ER stress in

isolated kidney cells, and knockdown of RTN1A attenuates ER

stress and renal fibrosis in mice (Fan et al., 2015). In addition,

a subset of human hereditary spastic paraplegias is caused

by mutations in RTN-2 and Atlastin-1, which also regulates ER

morphology (Goyal and Blackstone, 2013; Hu et al., 2009; Chang

et al., 2013). Interestingly, Reticulon-4a regulates the ER chap-

erone protein disulfide isomerase and protects against neurode-

generation in a mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(Yang and Strittmatter, 2007). We do not yet have a clear under-

standing of the molecular mechanisms by which changes in

Reticulons/Yop1 contribute to such diseases. However, these

examples do highlight the intimate relationship between altered

RTN function and the capacity of the cell to cope with ER stress,

and raise the possibility that some disease phenotypes might

be due to defects in RTN/Yop1-dependent coordination of ER

architecture and function.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Yeast strains, plasmids, and primers used are listed in Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures.

FRAP and FLIP Assays

Cells were grown in filter-sterilized 0.53 YPD (0.5% yeast extract, 1%

peptone, and 2% dextrose) and treated with DMSO or Tm (1 mg/ml) for

30 min or 3 hr at 30�C. Cells were transferred to 1.6% agarose pads made

with 0.53 YPD ± 1 mg/ml Tm and maintained at 30�C for the duration of

the experiment. Photobleaching was achieved with one 0.2-s pulse from a

488-nm argon laser set to 50% power, and images were acquired immediately

before and at 6-s intervals after photobleaching. The data represent the

mean ± SD of three experiments, each examining at least seven cells. For

FLIP experiments, photobleaching was achieved with one 0.4-s pulse from a



488-nm argon laser set to 50% power, after which two images were captured

at 10-s intervals before the next round of photobleaching for the duration

of the experiment. Average fluorescence recovery curves were obtained by

averaging the fluorescence recovery values, after normalized to neighboring

non-photobleached cells to account for fluorescence loss during image acqui-

sition, as described previously (Fleming et al., 2010). The data represent the

mean ± SD of three experiments, each examining at least five cells.

ER Inheritance and ER Aggregate Assays

ER inheritance and ER aggregate formation was imaged and analyzed as

described previously (Pina and Niwa, 2015; Babour et al., 2010). The graphs

represent the mean ± SD of three experiments, each analyzing R200 cells

for cER inheritance or R100 cells for aggregate formation. See Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details.

Ire1-GFP Foci Formation Assay

MNY2704 cells were grown to mid-log phase in YPD and treated with DMSO

or 1 mg/ml Tm. Cells were imaged after 1 hr or 3 hr of treatment. The graphs

represent the mean ± SD of three experiments, each analyzing R100 cells.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures

and four figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
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